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Think of the next corporate meeting with the topmost executives in your company. Maybe you are
one of them. You have carefully thought through your entire sequence of clothing from those
premium formal shirts to those neat pair of trousers and leather shoes. But hold on, you might have
given something a miss. We're talking about that fine piece of cloth which is knotted at your throat
and rests comfortably below your shirt collar â€“ the neck tie!

Once you've stepped into the corporate world and have made it your mission to head to the topmost
rung of the ladder, it is only inevitable that you own the best set of work wear clothes. Your formal
wear collection is incomplete without a good range of neck ties to boot. A couple of my work
colleagues and I logged on to a shopping portal and looked at several decent options for neck ties in
India. We were quite impressed by the sheer variety from brands such as Reid & Taylor, Arrow,
Turtle and Indigo Nation. Let's look at some of the interesting ones that what we've picked. 

Neck tie sets of three

Whenever you buy Arrow neck ties online, you would not need much time or efforts to decide on
other accessories which would go with the tie. The Arrow neck ties are available as an entire set
consisting of matching cuff links and handkerchiefs. The cuff links, microfiber ties and handkerchiefs
together would make for a great gifting option.

Popular purple and paisley designs

One look at the collection of neck ties online was enough to convince us that purple was definitely
the season favourite. Arrow has several options for stripes on purple in lilac, lilac waffle patterns,
diagonal black stripes and even maroon polka dots. Turtle has this amazing purple tie as well, with
black paisley design features. Reid & Taylor has a similar printed neck tie variety in red with rust
rose paisley designs.  Wear a purple neck tie to work, or even one with rich paisley designs and rest
assured, you are sure to make a powerful statement!

Check-in with checks

We found some really cool check ties from Turtle in deep colours such as burgundy and brown. We
were also interested in check ties from Indigo Nation - broad checks in black and grey with a touch
of fluorescent green  - which would make a unique combination when worn with white, black or grey
formal shirts. With check ties you could show people that when it comes to thinking out of the box,
you're the one who's going to make a difference!

Statement in solids and stripes

Solids neck ties in maroon, blue, navy blue, black and red were some of the other options we found.
Striped ties make up  another interesting category and we liked the cheerful tie from Reid Taylor in a
bright yellow fabric and green stripes.  

Choose the the right type of neck tie for your favourite formal shirt and add that much needed zing
to your work life!
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Aarthi - About Author:
The author is absolutely passionate about a online shopping when it comes to clothes, a shoes,
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